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Compound Interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statisttcs

Mathematical Formulue

Mean:

Total amount: r(r - #)'

Sector area: Lr'T ,where d is in radians
2

Curved surface area ofa cone: nrl

Surface area of asphere : 4nl

Volume of a cone : !*'h
3

Volume of a sphere : 1*'
3

Area of trian gle ABC : ! ab sn C
2

Zft
Zr

Arc length : r0 ,where d is in radians

a b c

sinl sinB sinC

a' = b' + c' -2bccosA

Standard deviation:
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Answer all the questions.

I (a) Express * rt apercentage.

Answer

O) Express 108.2% as a fraction in its simplest form.

Answer

% ill

tll

2 The graph shows the number of winners for a mathematics competition over a number

ofyears.

Explain one way in which the graph is misleading.

Answer

Mathematics Competition Winners

40

30

20

10

201,4 20t5 20r6 2017

tll

J
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3 Giventhat r+5y=6 and x'-25y'=42,frndthevalue of x-5y

Answer t2l

4 A factory employs 12 workers to assemble laptops. Typically, the 12 workers can
assemble 210 laptops in 3 hours. Assuming that all workers work at the same rate,
how many more workers are needed in order to assemble 280 laptops in 30 minutes?

Answer workers t21

5 Factorise completely 2ab - 5c2 + ac - l\bc.

Answer l2l

4
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6 The sine of an angle is 0.624.
Give two possible values for the angle in degrees.

Answer .................... o or l2l

7 The sketch shows the graph of y: 7ro'.

The points A (0, 4) and, B (5, 972) lies on the graph.

Find the values of k and a.

B (5,972',)

(0,4

x

v

12)

5
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8 Three bus services, A, B and C leave from the same bus interchange at different
intervals. Services A, B and C leaves the bus interchange once every 6 minutes,
15 minutes and 18 minutes respectively. If the buses first leave together at8.l2 am,
when will the buses leave together again?

Answer t3l

9 Solve 23'xl6=4s

Answer x= t3l

10 Given trrat 3o-!, =1, firrd the exact value of I
7a+3b 5 a

Answer

356

13l

PartnerlnLearning
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11, The first four terms of a sequence is 1 ,6 ,ll ,16.

(a) Write down and simplify an expression for the n6 term.

Answer T, :...........

O) Explain why 198 is not a term of this sequence.

Answer ........

12 The table below shows the number of Lower Secondary students who have represented

the school in a basketball competition.

Boys Girls
Secondary 1 5 J

Secondary 2 7 9

(a) A student is chosen at random. Find, as a fraction in its lowest terms,

the probability that the student is a Secondary 1 boy,

4nswer.........

(b) Two students are chosen at random. Find, as a fraction in its lowest terms, the
probability that

(i) they are both from Secondary 1,

Answer

(ii) neither of them is a Secondary I boy

Answer

t1l

12)

t1l

t1l

tzl

7
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13 A line / is represented by the equation 3x - 4y: 18. It crosses the x-axis at the point,,4
and they-axis at the point B.

(a) Find the coordinates of A and B.

....) tll

(b) Calculate the length of the line joining A and B.

Answer uni* t2l

14 SimpliSthe following expressions.

o) 4{7 *,

. (*l'(a) 2x3

Answer

Answer

l2l

l2l

8
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15 (a) Jenny solves the equation (2x-1)'z =(5x+2)2 as shown below.

(2x-l)'z=(5x+2)2

2x-l=5x+2
- - _1
^- 

L

[Take square roots on both sides]

Do you agree with Jenny's solution? Explain your answer.

Answer

(b) It is given that x=2 and x=-7 are the roots of a quadratic equation

axz + bx + c = 0 , where a, b and c are integers. Find the quadratic equation.

Answer

l2l

Lzl

tG Consider the following numbers:
I r'

{3, o , -2,1.3lf
5

(a) Which of the above number(s) is/are
(D integers,

(il) rational numbers,

(iii) irrationalnumbers.

Answer

Answer

Answer

t1l

t1l

t1l

(b) Arrange the above numbers in descending order.

Answer l2)

9
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17 The diagram below shows apart of a regular polygon with n sides.
Each interior angle of this polygon is 135o.

C

B
D

A
I

I
I
I
I
I

t
t

I
t

I

Find

(a) the value of n,

(b) angle ACD.

Answer n=..

Answer

l2l

l2l

10
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18 (a) Sketch the graph of y - (x-Z)(x+l\ on the axes below. Indicate clearlythe values

where the graph crosses the x- andy- axes.

x

O) Write down the equation of the line of symmetry of the graph.

v

o

(c) Find the coordinates of the turning point.

l2l

Answer t1l

11
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19 The map shows the actual position of two bus stops P and Q.
The scale of the map is 1 : 40 000.

xP

xQ

(a) Measure the distance PQ onthe map.

Answer ....... cm t1l

(b) Hence, find the actual distance between P and Q, glving your answer in
kilometres.

Answer ...... km tll
(c) A new build-to-order estate is to be drawn on the map ofthe same scale. The area

covered by this estate is 40 000 m2. Calculate the area of the estate on the map,
giving your answer in cm2.

Answer cm2 lzl

t2
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20 (a) Express x2 -7x+2 in the form (x+a)2 +b

Answer

(b) Hence, solve the equation x2-7x+2=0, giving your answers correct to two

decimal places.

Answer x= .. or rr ................. t3]

l2l

l3
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2l The diagram shows the speed-time graph for a train journey

Speed (m/s)

20

0 20 70 80
Time (s)

(a) Calculate the deceleration of the train for the last 10 seconds of the journey.

Answer .....m/sz tl]

(b) Calculate the total distance travelled on the journey

Answer l2l

(c) The maximum speed of the train was 20 m/s.
Change 20 mls into km/h.

Answer km/h l2l

t4
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22 The ages of l2 employees in the technical department of a company are shown
in the stem-and-leaf diagram below.

Key: 2 llmeans2lyearc

(a) Calculate the mean age.

Answer

O) Calculate the median age.

Answer

(c) Why would the median be a better measure of central tendency of the ages of
these employees?

Answer

(d) Calculate the standard deviation of the ages.

Answer ill
(e) The standard deviation of the ages of employees in the sales department of the

company is 5.74 years. What does this tell you about the ages of
the employees in the sales departrnent?

2

J

4
5

6

7

8

1367
0235
t9
3

1

t1l

l1l

ill

Answer

365

t1l

PartnerlnLearning
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23 Points A, B and C are three checkpoints on flat ground. Points A and B are shown in the
diagram below. Point C is located 18 km away from Pointl, at a bearing of 052'.

I

B

(a) Using a scale of 1 cm to represent 3 km, construct triangle ABC atd label the
position of checkpoint C clearly.

A

o)

(c)

(d)

Construct the perpendicular bisector of line AB.

Construct the bisector of angle ABC.

Another checkpoint D is equidistant from points A and,B and equidistant from
lines lB and BC.Indicate the position of checkpoint D and find the distance
between checkpoints B and D.

121

l1l

t1l

Answer.. km l2l

End ofPaper

16
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1

Answer all the questions.

Mr Gan plans to go on a holiday in Australia and intends to exchange 2000 Singapore
Dollars (SGD) for Aushalian Dollars (AUD) at a money changer. Some of the exchange

rates offered by the money changer are shown below.

Selling Buyrng
Australian Dollar (AUD) 1.025 1.011

Euro (EUR) 1.57t 1.558

(a) Calculate the amount of Ausfialian Dollars he gets, correct to the nearest

dollar. tll

(b) While packing, his wife finds 500 Euros (EUR) from aprevious trip. Mr Gan

decides to go back to the same money changer to exchange this 500 EUR
for Australian Dollars on the same day. Calculate the amount of Australian
Dollars he gets. l2l

(c) After retuming from Australia, Mr Gan frnds that he has 400 AUD that
has not been spent. He intends to exchange it for Singapore Dollars at the

same money changer. Based on the table above, he calculates that he will
receive 404.40 SGD. Why is his calculation probably inaccurate? t1l

PartnerlnLearning
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", An ice-cream vendor sells ice-cream in right circular cones. The vendor fills the entire
cone with ice-cream and tops it off with ice-cream forming a hemisphere on top of the
cone. The radius of the hemisphere is 5 cm and the perpendicular height of the cone is
12 cm as shown in the diagram below.

5cm

12 cm

(a) Calculate

(i) the volume of ice-cream sold with each cone,

(ii) the swface area of the cone in contact with the ice-cream. t3l

(b) The vendor decides to offer an 'hpsized" option to customers where ice-cream
is sold in a geometrically similar cone that has a perpendicular height of 18 cm.
Calculate the percentage increase in volume of ice-cream sold in each "upsized"
cone. t3l

PartnerlnLearning
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3 A helicopter makes a trip to a destination 500 km away. The average speed of the
helicopter is r lcnlh.

(a) Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the time taken for the helicopter
to reach its destination in hours. tl]

(b) On the return trip, the helicopter reduced its average speed by 25 km/h.
The refirrn trip took 15 minutes longer than the outbound trip.

Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the time taken by the

helicopter to make the return trip in hours. 11]

(ii) Form an equation in x and show that it can be reduced to

x' -25x-5oooo = o. t3l

(iii) Solve the equation x' -25x-50000 = 0 , giving both answers correct
to 2 decimal places. i3l

(iv) Calculate the time taken, in hours and minutes, for the helicopter to
complete only the return trip. Give your answer correct to the nearest

minute. l2l

James needs a loan of $90 000 to buy a new car.

Bank P charges a simple interest r*e of 2.45Yo pet annum.

Bark Q charges an interest rate of 2.22Yo per annum compounded monthly.

Which bank should he borrow from if he takes a 5-year loan?

Justifu your answer. 141

(i)

4 (a)

(b) The sum of the digits of a two-digit number is I 1.

The ten's digit is x and the one's digit is y.

If the digits are reversed, the new number is 5 more than three times the

original number.
By forming two equations, solve the equations and find the original
number.

PartnerlnLearning
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5 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

The variables x andy are connected by the equation ! = x3 -2xz -3x .

Some corresponding values of x andy are given in the following table.

x 0 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 J

v 0 -1.87 4 -5.62 p 4.37 0

(a) Find the value ofp.

(b) Using a scale of 4 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a horizontal x-axis
for 0< x<3.

Using a scale of 2 cm to represent I unit, draw a vertical axis
for 0 < y3-6.

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a
smooth curve.

(c) Find the values of x when !: -3 .

(d) By drawing a tangent, estimate the gradient of the curve at x = 2.5

(e) (i) Onthesameuures,drawtheline y=x-5 for 0< x<3.

(ii) Write down the x-coordinates of the points where the line
intersects the curve.

PartnerlnLearning
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tll
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6 (a)

(b)

(c)

It is given that T =Zo^E .

llg

(i) Findlwhen L=3.12 andg:9.81.

(fu) Express I in terms of Tand g.

(i) Solve the inequalities 2x-5 < x+2<3x .

(ii) Hence, write down all the possible odd integers of x.

Simpliff tully

x'-49
x+7 '

t1l

lzl

l2l

t1l

(i)

(ii) 5x _2(7 - x)

J

l2l

12)
5

PartnerlnLeaming
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7 (a)

(b)

B

A

C

A, B, and C are points on the circle centre O.
Angle BAO:2xo, angle OAD: (x + 5)", angle BCD:95o and
reflex angle AOC: 200o. Calculate

(i) the value ofx,

(ii) the angle ADC.

A wheel of a car is represented by the circle above, centre O. For the car
to move a distance of 100 cm, the wheel must rotate through an angle of
4.4 radians. Calculate

(i) the radius of the wheel,

13l

t2)

l2l

(ii) the number of revolutions for the car to travel 10 km, giving your
answer correct to the nearest whole number. l2l

PartnerlnLearning
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8
65

M

The diagram shows a triangular prism ABCDEF.
Angle AFE: angle BCD:90o.
AB :65 cm, BC: 18 cm and DC:40 cm.

The point M is the mid-point of ED.

(a) Calculate thelenglh MB.

(b) Showthat angle AMB :73.L",correctto 1 decimal place.

(c) Calculate the area of triangle AMB.

(d) Calculate the volume of the prism.

(e) Calculate the angle of elevation of B from M.

PartnerlnLeaming

A

18

C

40

E

t3l

t3l

l2l

l2l

l2l

9
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9 The escape velocity is the minimum velocity or speed required to leave a planet. This is
important because if the velocity of a spacecraft is less than the escape velocity, it will
eventually fall back into the planet and crash. The escape velocity, in m/s, is calculated
using the formula

EGM
escape velocrty = nl-Yr

where

G = 6.672x10-r' m3kg-rs-',
Mis the mass of the planet in kg and
r is the radius of the planet in m.

Some information on Earth and Mars is given in Table l.

Table.,{

The Earth rotates from west to east. The velocity of the surface of the Earth varies
according to where the velocity is measured. The surface velocity of the Earth, in m/s,
is calculated using the formula

surface velocity: 61v'

where

ot = 7 .292x10-5 rad/s and
r is the effective radius in m.

The effective radius at various locations on Earth are given in Table B.

TableB

fThis question continues on the next page)

10

PartnerlnLearning
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Mass 5.972x1024 kg 6.417x1023 kg
Radius 6378 km 3390 km

Distance apart (farthest) 378 million km
Distance apart (nearest) 56 millionkm

Guiana Space Centre 6354 hn
Cape Canaveral 5160 km

Washington, D.C 4964tun

#i,$Iitrty Mlirs
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(a)

(b)

Calculate the escape velocity from Earth in rn/s. 12)

A spacecraft launched in the direction of the Earth's rotation takes advantage

of the surface velocity of the Earth.

(i) From Table B, which is the best location to launch a spacecraft from?

Give a reason for your answer based on information from Table B. [1]

(ii) Calculate the surface velocity, in m/s, of the location you have chosen,

to the nearest whole number. l2l

(iii) Hence, calculate the velocity the spacecraft requires in order to achieve

escape velocity from Earth. tll

(c) In the quest to send humans to Mars, one of the challenges that will arise is

the time delay in radio communications. Radio signals travel at the speed of
light. However, with the enormous distance between Earth and Mars, an

astronaut on Mars contacting the space centre on Earth for help will have to
wait a long while before getting a response.

Calculate the shortest possible time that the astronaut on Mars will receive

the response from the space centre on Earth after he has sent his signal
to Earth. Give your answer in minutes. The speed of light is

2.9979x108 rn/s. t3l

End ofPaper

11
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3EXP EOY P1 2018 Answers

1a 78.75%

1b 4t
1

500

2 The intervals on the vertical axis is not equally spaced leading to the conclusion that in

2017 there is a huge increase in number of winners.

3 7

4 84

5 (2b+c)(a-5c)
6 38.6' or 741.4"

7 k=4,o=3
8 9.42am
9 2

10 11

t4
tla 5n-4
11b n = 40.4, n is not an integer
LZa 5

24
12bi 7

69
12bii 57

92
13a A (5,0)

B (0, -4.5)
13b 7.5

L4a 3xz

2

14b v
3

15a No. When square roots on both side, should have two possible solutions. Jenny missed

out 1 solution.
1sb x'+5x -14 = o
16ai 0, -2
16aii

11 . o. -z.r.i
5

16aiii o,J,
16b .6, r.i ,l! , o, -z7f ,

L7a 8

17b 1r2.5'

PartnerlnLearning
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18a
"*t

?

I

fi

*

i

e

1

-* a{[ #

18b x=0.5
18c ( 0.5 , -2.25 |
19a 4.8 cm

19b 1.92 km

19c 0.25 cm2

2Oa

[,-r-L)'-ro1
\2)4

20b 0.30 or 6.70

21a 2 m/sz

zrb 1300 m

21c 72kmlh
22a 37.6

22b 32.5

22c There is an outlier of age 81 years, which is 18 years older than the
next oldest person, which causes the mean age to be raised significantly.

22d 16.1

22e The difference in ages in the sales department is smaller due to the
smaller spread in the age distribution of the department.

PartnerlnLearning
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23

N t')

position fw

Construct the perpendicular bisector of line AB'

Constnrct the bisector of angle ABC'

PartnerlnLearning
379

AnotlrercheckpointDisequidistant.frompoints'lydlandequidistantfrom
lines AB and gc,ffi;=rhr position of checkpoint D and find the distance

;;;;;or,""tpoint B and D' " 

;;,r..".. .. 11. 
'V 1O...... km tzl

C

tsr

o

A

f,a)

(a) Using a scale of I cm to rePresent km, construct tiangle ABC and labsl the

ofcheckPoint CclearlY. BL ccr€d colftrrdt r)n

B

121

tll,

tu
(b)

(c)

(d)

/
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1

I (a)

(b)

(c)

2018 Markins Scheme (3Exp SA2 Paper 2)

1.025 SGD=l AUD

2000SGD= 1 
,2OA0AUD

t.025
2000 ^lGD =1951.219512 AUD
He gets 1951 AUD (nearest dollar)

I EUR = 1.558 SGD

500 EUR = 1.558 x 500 ,SGD

500 EUR=779 SGD

1.025 SGD =l AUD
1

779 SGD - x 779 AUD
1.425

779 SGD =760 AUD
He gets 760 AUD

The rate would have been different after he returned from Australia
Because exchange rates change on a daily basis.

2 (a) (i) Total volume of ice-cream

t4
-x-23 zrl')+(]"rrr'r,a)

= 57 5 .9586532 = 57 6 cm3 (3sf)

(ii) slant length of cone = 52 +T22 =13 cm

surface area of cone in contact with ice-cream

= z(5X13) =204.2035225 =204 cm2 (3sf)

(b) ratio of lengths= #=i
ratio of volumes= (1\t =!\2) 8

volume of ice-cream in one "upsized" cone =4r*o =241,5 o r*'834
percentage increase in volume

247s 550

43
x 100 = ]2x 100 = 237 .5yo

8s50
aJ

PartnerlnLeaming
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3 (a)
500 ,

- 
hours

x

(b) (i)

(ii)

500
hours

x-25

s00 s00 15

.i5-;= 60

500(xX60) - 500(x - 25X60) = tl(x)(x - 25\

30000x-30000(.r- 25) =15*z -375x
l5xz -375x = 30000x-30000x+750000

l1xz -375x-75o0oo = 0

x' -25x-5oooo = o

x' -zsx-soooo = o

-(-2s\t 2r'z -41)(-5oooo)

(iii)

x=
2(r)

2stJ20o62s
X=

2

x =236.4559108 or - 211.4559108

x =236.46 or -211.46

(iv) time taken for return trip
500

-- h
x-25

s00
h

236.4559108-2s

=2.364559109 h

= 2 h (0.364559 109 x 60) min

=2h21.87354654n'lrl,

=2h22min(nearesf min)

PartnerlnLearning
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3

4 (a)

o)

s (a)

2.221""t_l
t2 I

1oo I

l
-90000

Bank P =
90000x 2.45x5

100
:$11 025

Bank I = 90000 l+

:$10 555.2293
He should borrow from Bank Q because Bank Q incur lesser interest.

x+ Y = 11 ----Eqn I
l0y + x = 3(10x + /) + 5 --- Eqn 2

Eqn 1: x=ll-y
Eqn2:7y-29x:5
Solve fory:
7 y -29(ll- y) = 5

7y-319+29y:5
36Y =!24
!=9 rx=2
Original number:29

p = (2), -2(2), -3(2)
P =-6

(c) x=-0.'76,x=2.70

(d) Gradient :5.75

(e) (ii) x=l,x=2.79

s,v € 't"8{ rr*its

PartnerlnLearning
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4

6 (a) (D

(ii)

(b) (1)

(c) (i)

(iD

, =ro,@-
v 9.81

T =3.543420241

f =3.54 (3sf)

r=zoE
llg

ETt_tli-;
L
o6

r\'_t
2")

(*)'

2x-5 < x+2<3x
2x-5<x+2 and

2x-x<2+5
x<7
.'.1< x <7

(ii) Possible odd integers are 1, 3, 5

L=g

x'-49
x+7
(x-7)(x+7)

x+7
: X-'l

J 5

(5xX5) -(3)(2)(7 -x)

x+2<3x Ml(split)
2<2x
1<x

5x _2(7 - x)

15

25x-42+6x
15

3lx-42
15

PartnerlnLeaming
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5

7 (a) (i)

(ii)

(b) (i)

/AOC
= 360o - 200o

= l60o

IAOB = /.BOC=16ff =ggo

loAB = loBA- lSoo-80" 
- 5oo

2

2x=50

x =25

ZOCB =2x=50o
/.OCD=95o-50o=45o

ZOAD =x*5 =25+5=30o

ZADC = 360o -45o - 30o - 200'

IADC =85"

r(4.4)=100

100

4.4

r =22.72727273

r =22.7 cm(3sf)
.'. radius is 22.7 cm

(ii) total angle rotated

10x 1000x 100

/ioo\
l*)

=44000 rad

No. of revolutions

= 44000x4
2n

=7002.817496

= 7 002 (nearest whole number)

PartnerlnLearning
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6

8 (a)

(e)

DB' = 402 +182

DBz =1924

MBz=MDz+DBz

MBz =f!r)'\2 )

(d) volume of prism
1

=;(a0Xl8)x 6s

=23400 cml

(b)

(c) area of triangle AMB
1_

=16t-zszuzs)dzgluzs)sin73.07zt73ss'2'
=1425.561293

=1430 cm, 13s7y

+1924

MB= 2980.25

MB =54.6 cm (3sf)

65' = l,lzotux)' + (Jzg80.zs1' - z( ntux)d 29n:s) cos /"AMB

652 = 2(2980.25) - 2(2980.25) cos ZAMB

cos 1AMB _ 2(2980.25\ - 652

2(2980.2s\

cosIAMB -267
917

/-4MB =73.07217355'

IAMB =73.1" (ldp)

MC, =*,.(f)'
MC=

tanlBMC =
18

\12656.25

IBMC =19.2518214"

IBMC =t9.3" (Ldp\

Angle of elevation of B from M is 19.3"

PartnerlnLeaming

2656.25 cm
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9 (a) escape velocity from Earth

2(6.67 2 x to'' 115 .97 2 x 1 o'o 1

6378x 1000

=lll77.9ll29
=11200m1s(3sf)

(c)

60

=6.226580829min

= 6.Z3min(3sf)

Guiana Space Centre. It will have the greatest surface velocity.
Correct location with reason
Accept any logical reason such as:

- The effective radius is the largest
- It will allow the spacecraft to achieve escape velocity with less energy

surface velocity

=7.292x10-s x 6354x 1000

= 463.33368

= 463 m I s (nearest whole number)

(ii)

(iii) spacecraftvelocityrequired
=lll77 .91129 - 463.33368

=10714.57449

=10700m1s(3sf)

Shortest possible distance

= 56x106 x1000

=5.6x10t0 m

Time taken for signal to reach Earth from Mars
5.6 x 1010

2.9979x108

=186.7974249 s

Total time taken for astronaut to receive response

=2x186.7974249 s

2x186.7974249
fiun

PartnerlnLearning
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(b) (i)


